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miles north of Nome. But we must be farther than that, since the
Nome meridian cuts 67° 30' in the middle of Kotzebue Sound.
Land was under us now. Therefore, we must be on the north shore
of Kotzebue Sound, well to the eastward of the Nome meridian.
Riiser-Larsen had scarcely returned with this information when
a shout from the radio room drew the attention of all. The two
radio-men had taken this fogless opportunity to wheel up and clean
the antenna. They dropped it just in time to hear the end of a
strong radio signal almost due south-west. The station signed off
without identifying itself. The assumption could only be that this
station was Nome. We hastily drew a north-west diagonal from
Nome to cut 67° 30' and made the startling discovery that we were
over Asia—well back of East Cape, Siberia.
Then came the moment of greatest danger in the entire flight.
Having a course that we could now follow to a landing-place, the
airship would not respond to its vertical helm and could not be
forced down into the fog. The sun was so high and warm that it
was expanding our hydrogen cells to the bursting-point. Nobile did
not dare release gas, lest when the cold pinch of the fog came we
would lose all buoyancy and plunge to destruction. As a last resort
everyone on the ship except Nobile and the two helmsmen went
forward on the keel into the nose of the balloon, dragging petrol
tins aad cases of pemmican with us. Wisting then put the vertical
helm hard down, the ship tilted, and the engines finally forced us
through the roof of the fog. Then we all had to scramble aft once
more to keep the cooling dirigible from going into a straight nose-
dive.
At this high altitude the gale still blew1 at seventy miles an hour
or more, driving us far inland during the hour we were in sun-
shine. Going back, it was all head wind and slow travel for a while.
It was late afternoon before we reached the Asiatic side of Bering
Strait. But as we came lower, the wind abated until near the surface
of the ground it was only a strong breeze. Better still, the fog was
lifting all around, giving us almost perfect visibility crossing the
strait, though the sky was still overcast.
As soon as we got out of fog, the two radio-men picked the ice
off the trailing antenna, giving us reception once more, so that we
could get steady radio bearings on Nome. Nome, we learned, had

